SPECTATOR VIEWING AT AMERICA'S TOUGHEST - WEST
Dearest Spectator, READ THIS! So far, you’re setting yourself up for spectator success, so keep doing what you’re doing. America’s Toughest - West is not your normal Tough Mudder. There are two 5-mile courses (WHAT?!) and participants will run at different times (CRAZY!). Don’t be surprised if you see an obstacle all alone with nobody on it; it’s probably waiting it’s turn, hopefully patiently. Participants will be on the first 5 MILE LOOP Course from MIDNIGHT to 4AM ONLY, then in some strange way, some strange signal will call for a switch to the second 5 MILE LOOP Course. Therefore, pay careful attention to what obstacles are noted on the following spectator routes, and plan your all-nighter accordingly.

LOOP 1
- Both the Blue and Yellow spectator routes begin in Mudder Village. You can follow the Blue route to catch your Mudder at Mud Mile 2.0, then hang around a couple of minutes to watch them get stuck in Quagmire.
- After they complete these obstacles follow the Blue route back to connect with the beginning of the Yellow route.
- Following this route will allow you to see them at Block Ness Monster, Skidmarked, Pyramid Scheme, and Kiss of Mud 2.0 respectively.
- Hang around a bit to watch them summit Everest before heading back out for their next lap.

MAP LEGEND
- Obstacle
- Mudder Village
- Course Route
- Blue Spectator Route
- Yellow Spectator Route
- Bathrooms Available
- Medical Tent
At 4 a.m. your Mudder will switch to only running Loop 2. When this happens, the first obstacle you can watch them at is King of the Swingers. Quickly follow the route to Augustus Gloop and catch them there.

Next you can wait for them at Arctic Enema The Rebirth. After receiving their well earned Enema they will disappear for a while into the dark hills of Los Angeles.

Fear not, you can await their return at the finish and watch them brave Kong or escape Electroshock.